Differential helper and effector responses of Lyt-2+ T cells to H-2Kb mutant (Kbm) determinants and the appearance of thymic influence on anti-Kbm CTL responsiveness.
The goal of this study was to assess and compare the allorecognition requirements for eliciting Lyt-2+ helper and effector functions from primary T cell populations. By using interleukin 2 (IL 2) secretion as a measure of T helper (Th) function, and cytolytic T lymphocyte (CTL) generation as a measure of effector function, this study compared the responses of Lyt-2+ T cells from wild-type B6 mice against a series of H-2Kb mutant determinants. Although all Kbm determinants stimulated B6 Lyt-2+ T cells to become cytolytic effector cells, the various Kbm determinants differed dramatically in their ability to stimulate Lyt-2+ T cells to function as IL 2-secreting helper cells. For example, in contrast to Kbm1 determinants that stimulated both helper and effector functions, Kbm6 determinants only stimulated B6 Lyt-2+ T cells to become cytolytic and failed to stimulate them to secrete IL 2. The distinct functional responses of Lyt-2+ T cells to Kbm6 determinants was documented by precursor frequency determinations, and was not due to an inability of the Kbm6 molecule to stimulate Lyt-2+ Th cells to secrete IL 2. Rather, it was the specific recognition and response of Lyt-2+ T cells to novel mutant epitopes on the Kbm6 molecule that was defective, such that anti-Kbm6 Lyt-2+ T cells only functioned as CTL effectors and did not function as IL 2-secreting Th cells. The failure of Lyt-2+ anti-Kbm6 T cells to function as IL 2-secreting Th cells was a characteristic of all Lyt-2+ T cell populations examined in which the response to novel mutant epitopes could be distinguished from the response to other epitopes expressed on the Kbm6 molecule. The absence of significant numbers of anti-Kbm6 Th cells in Lyt-2+ T cell populations was examined for its functional consequences on anti-Kbm6 CTL responsiveness. It was found that primary anti-Kbm6 CTL responses could be readily generated in vitro, but unlike responses to most class I alloantigens that can be mediated by Lyt-2+ Th cells, anti-Kbm6 CTL responses were strictly dependent upon self-Ia-restricted L3T4+ Th cells. Because the restriction specificity of L3T4+ Th cells is determined by the thymus, in which their precursors had differentiated, anti-Kbm6 CTL responsiveness, unlike responsiveness to most class I alloantigens, was significantly influenced by the Ia phenotype of the thymus in which the responder cells had differentiated.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)